
 

Light Blue Medium Fire Pit Glass

  Product ID: AFG-CG-LTBLUE-M
Weight: lbs
Manufacturer: American Fire Glass

Product Name Price
Light Blue Medium | 10 lbs
(Bag)

$49.99

Light Blue Medium | 10 lbs (Jar) $49.99

   Or Call: (888) 264-1017

Light Blue Medium Fire Pit Glass

Blue is a splendid color! It's the color of the sky in daylight, the vast ocean, blue jays, denim jeans
and blue berries. You simply can't go wrong with the color blue... and your customers just can't go
wrong with our light blue medium fire pit glass!

Made from recycled glass, these lovely 1/2" to 1" glass pieces are as cool and pleasing to eye as
light blue can be. Especially suited to outdoor pool areas, when added to your customers' fire feature
they will immediately have an effect on their surroundings whether the fire is lit or not. Similar to our
light blue small fire pit glass, this medium variety is chunkier, allowing for better air circulation and
delivering a bigger, more impressive flame. When the fire pit is ignited the flames will appear to
dance above the beautiful glass which in turn will shine and reflect the color of the fire, enchanting
all onlookers and garnering a fair share of compliments.

Not Just for Beautifying Fire Pits!

Even if your customers do not own a fire pit, they can still use our light blue fire pit glass to beautify
their outdoor scenery. It can be used in gardens for landscaping, near pool areas, or even in
aquariums! This dazzling glass may be used alone, or combined with other complimentary shades of
fire pit glass for a truly unique look.

Practical, Safe & Long Lasting!

But our fire pit glass is more than just pretty, it is also very practical. It not only beautifies its
surroundings, but also does a great job of completely covering the floor of a fire feature, hiding those
unseemly pipes that are often visible in gas fire pits. This makes it a much more desirable alternative
to the more common ceramic logs and stones.

All of our fire pit glass has been carefully designed to withstand extreme temperatures and harsh
weather without any damage or discoloration. Our tempered fire glass is not tumbled which ensures
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an enhanced shine. Used correctly, this amazing product can last a lifetime!

One other major advantage of fire pit glass is that it does not emit any smoke, soot, ash, or harmful
chemicals. This means it requires hardly any cleaning and is very easy to maintain!

Encourage your customers to go blue! Introduce them to our light blue medium fire pit glass.

Light Blue Medium Fire Pit Glass Specifications

Material: Color-infused tempered, not tumbled, fire glass engineered to perfection

Color: Light Blue

Use: In outdoor fire bowls, fire pits, and fireplaces

Size: Medium (1/2" - 1")

Heat Rating: Higher temperature when compared to logs, lava rocks, stones, etc.

Quality Control: Stringent multi-step QC process at our factory in the USA

Cleaning: Easy cleaning, Rinse with vinegar and water (50:50) as required

Jar vs Bag: The only difference is the packaging. The fire glass is the exact same. Jars are

typically used to display in stores & bags are mostly used for shipping direct.

Est. Arrival: This product qualifies for same day shipping*. Click here for more details.
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